
I became a licensed driver preciscly one day aftcr my sixtcenth birthday. I had hoped to

take my test on the actual day, however my birthday fell on Martin Luther King Jr. Day and the

DMV was closed. Having to wait a whole day was absolute torture for me, but not for your

average adolescent reasons.

Since I was little, I have been passionate about mountain lions. Perhaps it was due to my

incessant viewing of "Homeward Bound". Or maybe because I was intrigued by the feeling of

being terrified by something I had never seen but that I knew lived near me in the San Gabriel

foothills, and likely watched me on my hikes. Wratever it was, they sure caught my attention.

As I grew older I began to take this passion even more seriously. I dreamed of rnoving to

Montana to start a mountain lion sanctuary, where I could rehabilitate and breed mountain lions

in order to boost their population. I presumed that in order to successfirlly protect the mountain

lions I first had to better understand their species and the only way to do so was through

observation. So I devised a plan that entailed sneaking out of my house, driving to the f'oothills

and using one of my mom's steaks in hopes of luring out a Los Angeles lion; hence the need for

a driver's license. To be clear, my infatuation did not completely eradicate my comlnon sense. I

planned to observe from the safe confines of my car.

Unfbrhrnately, having a sheriff for a dad makes the idea of sneaking out comparable to

stealing the "Mona Lisa";just the thought of being caught left me paralyzed. So I never carried

out my plan.

Now that maturity and realism have sct in, I acknowledge that a mountain lion sanctuary

is probably not the most effective strategy, as it would not allow me to help their species on a

broad level. Instead, I have settled on supportingP-22, one of the local celebrity mountain lions,



and all of his lion friends through campaigns and fundraisers designed to make coexisting with

the lions more possible. These efforts include advocating f'or the construction of nature bridges

so wildlife can safely cross the deadly freeways, and pressing the need for state legislation

banning rat poison in areas near the lions' homes. Much more practical if you ask me. Before

you start thinking that rny mountain lion story is being used to reflect my love for nature and my

desire to be an environmental lawyer, let me clarifo. I want to be a public defender, and I have

known that for quite some time.

I want to be a public defender for the same reasons I want to save the mountain lions.

What I admire so much about the Los Angeles mountain lions is that their worlds have been

completely transformed against their will as the city develops around them, and yet they continue

to press on in an effort to live nomal lives. In away, humans are very similar toP-22 and his

other lion companions. So many of us are f¿ced with situations that create obstructions in our life

paths, however not everyone has thc means or the support to help them navigate the 405 frceway

of their lives.

Recently, a tragedy occurred when P-22 broke into the LA zoo and ate one of the koalas.

While I felt terribly sorïy for the koala, I was happily surprised to see that most people did not

blame the mountain lion. The majority saw this event as a result of P-22's unfortunate living

situation, and stressed the need to strategize ways that allow him to coexist in our community.

This popular response made me wonder, what would happen if more people took on that

mindset when it came to human beings who make mistakes? What would our society be like if

we saw peoples' bad conduct as a result of their poor circumstances and not indicators of their

true selves? And what if instead of looking to punish these people for their actions, we instead

looked for ways to rehabilitate them and divert their behavior so they do not continue to make



thcse same choices. I plan to be a public defender because I want to seek the answers to these

questions. As a public defender I would have the opportunity to view people from a difTerent

angle- people who may have been written off by the rest of the world and who are in desperate

need of an effective last line of defense. I want my career to allow me to see past my clients'

wrongdoings and sfrategize how to help them redirect their lives and steer them away from the

path they are currently traveling down.

Sometimes I imagine the amazing things that could happen if I were able to donate the

$55 million needed to build a nature bridge so that P-22 cansafely reconnect with other

mountain lions. Without the threat of being hit by a car, he could meet his female counterpart,

and make some P-cubs, which would do wonders fbr the mountain lion population. The same

goes for a future client. I hope one day to be able to provide advice to a client or make some

legal decision that sparks their desire to make the most of their second chance at life. By doing

so, perhaps they would go on to make positivc contributions to our socìety, and raise a f'amily

whom they would inspire to be helpful citizens as well.

My mother is a public defender, and has provided me with a realistic outlook on the

profession. Therefore, I acknowledge that not all of my encounters with clients will have happy

endings. But just thinking about the extraordinary results that can come from helping even a

single individual is inspiring. It is this notion of potential for positive change, even in the

smallest lneasure, that fuels my need to serve our world as a public defender. I am confident that

this vision will be the driving forcc throughout my career as an attorney, as I strive to be an

impactful player in our society's criminal justice system.


